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Cloud Gaming Security

Cloud Security Basics

The old adage “out of sight, out of mind” does not apply to the Cloud. It’s easy to imagine that something that
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just works, without any direct cost of resources to the client, is secure. However, it has become clear in recent

years that the ethereal image of the Cloud is incorrect as multiple high-pro�le hacks have illustrated it is just as

susceptible to intrusion. Encryption has not prevented the theft of intellectual property (IP) or the rise of

ransomware, and neither has it prevented massive data breaches of user information. One of the more

traditional security measures – passwords – can even be turned against the user, as if the client tends to reuse

them a breach can open up access to otherwise unrelated accounts. This is particularly true with the

requirement of multiple gaming service platforms to have the best access to titles.

Of course, there are still plenty of strategies to protect data, on both the server and client sides. The Cloud is

too valuable of a resource to ignore security concerns. It offers �exibility to providers and clients alike and the

scalable nature of its resources lends itself to better security. For example, having discrete virtual machines

(VMs) or virtual private clouds (VPCs) allows for network isolation. With gaming, this usually means individual,

personal instances. Nevertheless, this is only one piece of the puzzle, and there is always some responsibility

on the client to act carefully. Still, one of the attractions of the Cloud has been its ease of use through

integrated security.

Server-Side Considerations

One area of overlap on the server-side is performance: distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks not only

interrupt service but can be a security hazard. One reason is that overwhelming network resources can reveal

vulnerabilities. For this reason, most servers have dedicated anti-DDoS protection. Encryption is also utilized

with end-to-end protection but there are ways of cracking this, for example through the interception of tra�c via

man-in-the-middle attacks. Since cloud services often run with giant databases, a common approach is SQL

injection which is a method of illegitimately running code and elevating personal permissions in order to

control resources. Gaming services rely on databases for user metadata and only limited protection is possible

through application gateways. 

The rise of cryptocurrency has also meant that many bad actors seek to leverage server resources in order to

generate virtual wealth. For this reason, full-time monitoring is a requirement. This can be done through a web



application �rewall (WAF) or server guard. There is still a weakness with personnel as employees may be

tempted by valuable data; this has also been an issue in recent years, particularly with government databases.

However, it is a growing problem in gaming due to the concept of virtual wealth, from rare items to real estate

in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs). See our blogs on security to see how at least part of the framework

is secured against compromised machines.

Client-Side Considerations

There are many ways to improve security from the client-side, as well, and many of these are enforced by the

service provider. The most common is multi-factor authentication (MFA) and particularly two-factor

authentication, which requires more than one form of identity veri�cation. For example, this could include both

a password and a one-time passcode (OTP) during a speci�c login session. It’s also common for services to

require a password change every so often, usually a set period of time like every six months. Furthermore, a

password may need to meet a certain “strength” criteria which involve using a combination of capitalization,

numbers, and symbols. 

One reason for such precautions is that there are many methods by which malicious forces try to contravene

security measures. The most common is via social engineering, which can be as simple as using a decoy site

in a phishing scheme. Programs installed on the client’s computer could also reveal passwords through

keylogging. Clients may even willingly give out their passwords to share accounts or to give third parties

access for assistance. A user might hire someone to “boost” their gaming progress, for example. For this

reason, services tend to have stipulations on usage and necessarily place some liability on the user.

Legalities & Standards

There are many standards for security, particularly with government usage. However, governments also protect

consumers, particularly with �nancial resources. For example, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires �nancial

institutions to explain any and all information-sharing practices. This protects personal data and also falls



under the concept of privacy. Related would be the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)

which requires a secure environment wherever credit card information is transferred. Privacy is guaranteed in

other regions, like the EU, by legislation such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) directive.

Together, initiatives like this ensure that liability is properly shared and privacy is protected – after all, gamers

are paying for a service and will have their personal information stored on a remote server. This is particularly

true with free-to-play titles that may have additive microtransactions, loot boxes, and valuable rare items.

Summary

The Cloud has been touted as the secure future of computing. However, it still has some traditional

weaknesses, being vulnerable to bad actors, social engineering, and hacking. As the value and amount of data

have grown, so too has the lucrative nature of IP and information theft. The very nature of cloud networking

provides some protection, bolstered by technologies both old and new – for example, encryption and improved

heuristics with arti�cial intelligence (AI) through machine learning (ML). While storage hardware can be

protected in various ways, resources are still connected to the Internet and are thus susceptible to attack. 

Services providers are working hard to have solid security on both ends, server and client, through the use of

intelligent password-protection schemes and network monitoring. Modern �rewalls and uni�ed threat

management (UTM, read our blog) provide �exible real-time monitoring and anti-DDoS protection. While

personnel remains a possible weak area, computers can be reasonably secured. Requiring more from the client

– within the protective laws of the government, for both security and privacy – also helps ensure data is

secure. Gaming is entertainment but it is also a doorway to identity theft; any approach to security must

acknowledge that nothing, not even the Cloud, is impenetrable. 
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Our SSD Solutions

PCIe™ - Our ED1

Series is a powerful, high

performance SSD made

for edge

storage applications. It

comes in M.2 and U.2

form factors. 

SATA - Our ER2 SSD

Series delivers

affordability and

performance with

superior random

read/write speeds of up

to 90,000/45,000 IOPS. It

comes in M.2 and

2.5" form factors. 

Please contact our Solid State Storage Technology Corp. expert for more information. 

*Speci�cations and features are subject to change without prior notice. Images are samples only, not actual products.
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A subsidiary of KIOXIA Corporation, Solid State Storage Technology Corporation is a global leader in the design, development,

and manufacturing of digital storage solutions.  We offer a comprehensive lineup of high-performance customizable SSDs for

the Enterprise, Industrial, and Business Client markets. With various form factors and interfaces, our SSD solutions help

businesses simplify their storage infrastructures accelerating variable workloads, improving e�ciency, and reducing total cost of

ownership.  
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